Evidentialism: Themes in the Work of Earl Conee & Richard Feldman

Saturday, April 2nd

*Humanities Center, Rush Rhees Library 202*

2:00-2:15   Welcome: Randall Curren

2:15-3:30   “Wide Epistemic States”
            Speaker: Jonathan Vogel, Amherst College
            Chair: Kevin McCain, University of Alabama, Birmingham

3:45-5:00   "Disrespecting the Evidence?"
            Speaker: David Christensen, Brown University
            Chair: Jon Matheson, University of North Florida

5:00-6:00   Reception   (*Humanities Center Lounge, RR 212*)

6:30-9:00   Dinner   (*Hilton Garden Inn*)

Sunday, April 3rd

*Humanities Center, Rush Rhees Library 202*

9:00-10:15  “Understanding Justified Beliefs in Conspiracy Theories Internally”
            Speaker: Kelley Annesley, University of Rochester
            Chair: Rich Feldman

10:30-11:45 “Truth, Accuracy, and Value”
            Speaker: Stewart Cohen, University of Arizona
            Chair: Earl Conee

12:00-1:15  “Varieties of Evidentialism”
            Speaker: Thomas Kelly, Princeton
            Chair: Brandon Carey, Sacramento State University